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Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics has previously been motivated by the need to accurately
and efficiently obtain solutions for compressible flow problems. The progress made over the
past decade has made it possible to accurately predict compressible three-dimensional viscous
flows over complex configurations [1]. As a consequence, nlethods for solving the three-
dimensional incompressible Navier-Stokes equations have only recently become efficient. For
this reason, compressible flow solvers are still often used to simulate low speed flows.
The present work was motivated by an ongoing research program at NASA Langley
Research Center to develop a semi-span testing capability for the National Transonic Facility
(NTF). This test technique is being investigated as a means to design and ol)timize high-lift
devices at flight Reynolds numbers in a ground test facility. Even though the freestream
Mach numbers of interest are around .20, the flow around a transport wing with high lift
devices deployed may contain regions of coml)ressible flow [2]. Thus to properly model the
flow physics, a compressible flow solver may be required. However, the application of a
coml)ressible flow solver at low Mach numbers can be problematic.
At low Deestream Mach numbers, it may be expected that the l)erformance of a com-
pressible flow solver will degrade to the point where either the solver becomes inefficient, or
accurate solutions may be unobtainable [3,4]. The ineffi('ien(=y stems fi'om the fact that the
allowable local time step is inversely proportional to the local speed of sound [5]. Decreasing
the fi'eestream Mach number effectively reduces the maximmn allowable time step, which
translates directly into increased solution times. It can also be shown that in the limit as
the freestreamMach number goesto zero, the solution of the governingequations become
singular [6]. For thesereasons,it is necessaryto determineat what freestreamMach number
a particular compressibleflow solver becomesinefficientor inaccurate.
Recently, several researchershave investigated the performanceof compressibleflow
solversat low freestreamMachnumbers[3,4]. While quite informative, the geometriesused
for the computationsweretwo-dimensional.The objective of this phaseof the project is to
directly comparethe performanceof two widely usedthree-dimensionalcompressibleNavier-
Stokessolversat low Mach numbersto both experimentaldata and to resultsobtained from
an incompressibleNavier-Stokessolver. The geometriesof interest are two isolated wings
with different leadingedgesweepangles[7]. The compressibleNavier-Stokessolverschosen,
TLNS3D-MB [8]and CFL3D [9], which weredevelopedat NASA Langley ResearchCenter
(LaRC), represent the current state-of-the-art in compressible3-D Navier-Stokessolvers.
The incompressibleNavier-Stokessolver,INS3D-UP [10],developedrecently at NASA Ames
ResearchCenter (ARC), representsthe current state-of-the-art in incompressibleNavier-
Stokessolvers.
Geometry discreption and experimental data
The results obtained from all three Navier-Stokes solvers are compared directly to ex-
perimental data, for two different geometries. The geometries are isolated wings with taper
ratios of unity, and no geometric twist [7]. The first wing geometry is unswept (A = 0°),
and is constructed of the NACA 0012 airfoil section. The second wing has a leading edge
sweep angle of A = 30 °, which is similar to that found on commercial transport aircraft. It
should be noted that a wing tip extension was added to the swept wing so that the wing
tip would be parallel to the approaching fi'eestream. Both wings have rounded wing tips,
and aspect ratios of six. The wings were well instrumented with surface pressure taps at ten
spanwise stations. For the unswept cases, the surface pressure data were integrated to give
the spanwise variation of normal force.
Computational codes
Both TLNS3D-MB and CFL3D solve tim 3-D time del)endent thin-layer Navier-Stokes
equations, discretized in finite volume form. For steady state solutions, both codes employ
several convergence acceleration techniques including multigridding, grid sequencing, and
local time stepping. The methods of solution differ however. TLNS3D-MB [8] is a central
difference code, with artificial damping in the form of blended second and fourth differences
added for stability. The dissipation can either be added in scalar or matrix form. The
solution is advanced explicitly to steady state using a five stage Runge-Kutta scheme which
is second order accurate. CFL3D [9] is an upwind code, based on Roe's flux difference
splitting scheme. The inviscid flux terms are spatially differenced using upwind biasing,
while the viscous terms are centrally differenced. The solution is advanced implicitly to
steady state by use of a 3-factor approximate factorization which is second order accurate.
INS3D-UP [10] solves the thin-layer incompressible Navier-Stokes equations cast in fi-
nite difference form using the method of artificial compressil.fility. The inviscid flux terms
are upwind biasedusing Roe'sflux differencesplitting scheme,while the viscousterms are
centrally differenced.The solution is implicitly advancedto steadystate usingGauss-Seidel
line relaxation. The resulting solution is secondorder accurate.
Grid generation
Figure 1 shows partial views of the C-O grids used for both isolated wing geometries. An
algebraic grid generation Mgorithm, based on the transfinite interpolation scheme developed
by Eriksson [11], was used to generate the three-dimensional grids. (;rid points have been
clustered to resolve the large flow gradients in the chordwise, spanwise, and normal directions.
For both wing geometries, the upstream and downstream boundaries extend eight root chord
lengths from the leading and trailing edges of the wing respectively.
Convergence monitoring
The method of monitoring convergence to steady state differs between the coml)ressible
and incompressible flow solvers. Both compressible flow solvers monitor the convergence
of the Op/Ot term in the continuity equation. The incompressible flow solver, however,
monitors the Op/Ot term introduced into the continuity equation by the method of artificial
compressibility. Thus, to consistently compare the convergence characteristics of each code,
the lift coefficient was monitored.
Results
A grid refinement study has been conducted for both isolated wings using all three
codes. For the sake of brevity, only the results obtained for the unswel)t wing are presented
here. It should be noted that the single block version of TLNS3D [12] was used for the
present grid refinement study.
Figure 2 compares the computational results from TLNS3D ol)tained fl'om four grids to
experimental data at two spanwise stations on the unswept wing. The flow conditions for this
test case are: Moo = .14, c_ = 6.75 °, Re = 3.3 x 10 G. Here 7/represents the non-dimensional
span station. These computations were performed using the Baldwin-Lomax turbulence
model, with transition fixed at 5% chord. The grid dimensions, such as 193 x 49 x 49, represent
the number of grid points in the streamwise, normal, and spanwise directions respectively.
Refinement of the grid clearly improves the agreement with experimental data, particularly at
the outboard station. Figure 3 shows comparison of the coml)uted spanwise load distribution
to experimental data for the same grids. Here cn is the local sectional normal force coefficient
and CN the total wing normal force coefficient. Again, grid refinement has improved the
agreement with experimental data. With this grid, the typical values of y+ for the first
grid point off the wing surface were in the range of 1-5, with approximately 25 grid points
clustered in the wing boundary layer. Figures 4-7 show the same comparisons for CFLaD
and INS3D-UP, showing similar grid refinement trends. For these reasons, it was felt that
the 193x49x49 grid was capable of adequately resolving the features of the flowfield.
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Figure 8 compares the convergence histories obtained from each code, for the 193 x49 x49
grid. As briefly discussed above, the compressible and incompressible flow solvers monitor
convergence to steady state in different ways. For consistency, the convergence of the lift
coefficient will be used for comparison. The convergence histories are plotted versus the
iteration count, but it should be noted that the convergence histories of TLNS3D are typi-
cally plotted versus the work unit [12]. The circular symbol on each plot indicates the point
at which the lift coefficient has converged to within 1% of the final value. TLNSSD and
INSaD-UP show smooth convergence of lift, while CFLSD shows an oscillatory lift conver-
gence. Both compressible flow computations required approximately 2.75 CPU hours on a
Cray Y-MP supercomputer to obtain lift convergence. On the other hand, the INS3D-UP
computation required approximately 4.75 CPU hours on the same computer. The compara-
tive inefficiency of INSSD-UP may be due to the lack of convergence acceleration techniques
such as multigridding. As an example, the addition of multigridding to TLNS3D resulted in
an approximate 7-fold reduction in computational time [12].
Figure 9 shows a comparison of the computational results obtained from the three flow
solvers to experimental data for the following conditions: Moo = .14, c_ = 6.75 °, Re = 3.3 x
106, and A = 0 °. Both compressible solutions were obtained using the Baldwin-Lomax (B-L)
turbulence model, while INSSD-UP used the Baldwin-Barth (B-B) turbulence model. For
an attached flow field, it is expected that the performance of both turbulence models will
be similar [13]. At the inboard station, the computational results are nearly identical, and
agree quite well with the experimental data. At the outboard station tile computations show
some differences, however, the predicted pressure distributions are still in good agreement
with the data. All three codes have underpredicted the influence of the tip vortex, as seen
in the experimental data near the trailing edge. From this comparison it is seen that all
three computations consistently predict higher pressures. The mismatch of pressures on the
lower surface may indicate that the angle of attack for the computations was lower than tile
effective experimental angle of attack. It should be noted that the experimental data has
not been corrected for wind tunnel blockage effects [7].
Figure 10 compares the computed spanwise load distributions to experimental data for
the same case. Tile agreement over the entire wing surface is quite good. The TLNS3D
prediction shows the best agreement, particularly over the outer 25% of the wing. All three
computations underpredict the load distribution oll the outboard portion of the wing. This
again is attributable to the uncorrected experimental angle of attack. Both compressible
flow solvers predict a sharp peak near the tip, while tile incompressible solver predicts only
a small discontinuity. Further experimental data would be required to determine which flow
solver best models the physics of tile tip vortex.
Figure II compares the computed pressure distributions to experimental data at two
spanwise locations for the swept wing geometry. The conditions for this case are: Moo
= .14, c_ = 6.75 ° , Re = 3.3 x 106 , and A = 30 ° . Here 7// is tile non-dimensional span
location, measured along the leading edge. Tile pressure taps are no longer parallel to the
approaching flow, but are perpendicular to the wing leading edge. At the inboard station,
all three computations are nearly identical, and show good agreement with the data. At the
outboard station, the computations show some differences, most notably in the prediction of
the leading edge suction peak. Both upwind predictions (CFL3D, INS3D-UP) show slightly
better performance than the central difference solution of TLNSSD. This may be due to the
artificial dissipation added to the TLNS3D solution. It should be noted that this version of
TLNS3D employes only the scalar form of dissipation, and it is expected that the matrix
form of dissipation would give improved performance [14]. As with the unswept case, the
mismatch of pressures, particularly oll tile lower surface, again may indicate the effective
experimental angle of attack was slightly higher.
These two test cases have shown that both compressible flow solvers are capable of accu-
rately predicting the low speed flow around the 3-D wing geometries for the given freestream
Mach number. The convergence histories and flow field solutions showed no oscillations, in-
dicating that no numerical difficulties are encountered for tile low freestream Mach number
of interest. The solutions obtained using the compressible flow solvers have been found to
be nearly identical to those obtained using the incompressible flow solver.
To examine the influence of Mach nuInber on the performance of the compressible flow
solvers, TLNS3D was run at systematically lower Mach numbers. Even though experimental
data was not available for comparision, the accuracy and efficiency of the code can still be
examined. The freestream Mach numbers chosen were: .100, .075, .050, .025,and .010. Figure
12 compares the computed results to the Moo = .14 results discussed above. Initially as the
Mach number decreases, from .140 to .075, the predicted pressures become more positive
following the expected trend. Over this range, there are no signs of oscillations present in
the solution. As the Mach number is decreased to .050, small amplitude oscillations begin
to appear at the outboard station. As the freestream Mach number is further decreased to
.025, low amplitude oscillations are also observed at the inboard station. The oscillations
appear to damp out at around ,50% chord at both stations. As the Mach number decreases
further, the solution degrades to the point where oscillations cover the entire surface.
Figure 13 examines tile influence of Mach number on the convergence histories in terms
of the residual of the continuity equation. As expected, the convergence rate deteriorates
as the Math number is decreased. However, the smooth convergence histories do not reflect
the oscillatory behavior seen in the pressure distributions at the lower Mach numbers. The
convergence histories of the lift coefficient give a more accurate assessment of convergence.
Figure 14 shows the lift convergence histories for each case. From this figure, only the two
highest Mach number cases are considered well converged. As Mach number decreases, the
rate of convergence clearly deteriorates.
This preliminary analysis has shown that tile compressible flow solver TLNS3D yields
accurate solutions at Math number as low as .075 with no apparent computational difficul-
ties. The code is also found to be computationally efficient, and thus suited for conducting
parametric studies. However, the influence of matrix dissipation on the low Math number
performance of TLNS3D needs to be examined.
Future work
Free-air computations
At present, a grid refinement study is being conducted for the EET semi-span geometry
using TLNS3D-MB. The fuselage centerline plane is treated with symmetry boundary con-
ditions, which effectively models the full-span configuration. These "ree-air" computations
will servetwo purposes.First, the computationswill provide a baselinewhich will be used
to determinewhat influence the sidewallboundary layer has on the flow over tile model.
The free-air computationswill be validated by making direct comparisonwith the available
full-span experimentaldata [15]. The secondpurposeof the free-air computations is to pro-
vide detailed information which will not be easilyobtainable in the wind tunnel testing in
the NTF. This data will also provide an independentmethod for evaluating the quality of
the experimental data.
Viscous sidewall modeling
The viscoussidewall computationsare the primary focusof the researchproject. The
goal is to examinein detail, what influencethe sidewallboundary layer hason the flow over
the semi-spanmodel. This determinationwill bemadeby making direct comparisonwith the
free-air computations, and availableexperimentaldata. The comparisonswill be madeon
severallevels. The mostgeneralcomparisonswill be betweenforce and momentcoefficients,
and will give anoverall assessmentof the influenceof the sidewallboundary layer. Detailed
comparisonsbetweensurfacepressuredistributions, over the entire model, will give insight
as to how the flow field hasbeenmodified by the presenceof the sidewall I)oundary layer.
The finest level of comparisonwould examine details of the wing and fuselageboundary
layers,and how they havebeeninfluencedby the sidewallboundary layer.
The predicted behavior of the sidewall boundary layer is of particular interest. Due
to the difficulty in obtaining off-surfacemeasurementsin the cryogenicenvironment, little
experimental data can be obtained to characterizethe behavior of the sidewall boundary
layer. In this particular aspect,the computationswill give insight into the inherent juncture
flow presentin semi-spantesting. If the predicted characteristicsof the sidewall boundary
layer are not acceptable,suchasthe formation of horseshoevortices, techniquesto improve
the flow quality can be computationally examined (suchas suction, tangential 1)lowing,or
vortex generators).
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